SAFETY COMPLIANCE

EROAD LEADERBOARD
EROAD Leaderboard allows you to benchmark drivers
within your organization against industry benchmarks,
ranking them on key driver metrics. You can use the insights
provided by Leaderboard to support driver training and
reward programs, helping your organization improve driver
retention and meet your duty of care obligations.
Reward great driving
Knowing that you’ve got a great team of professional drivers
representing your business can take a huge load off your
shoulders. Changing on-road driving behavior takes time.
The great news is that it is highly achievable.
EROAD has found that the key to improved driver behavior
is consistent attention to and monitoring of driving behavior
analytics.
Our Leaderboard provides you with an inside view of your
fleet based on key driver metrics, enabling you to set up
effective driver training and reward programs.
The driver ranking shows how your drivers compare within
your organization and tracks how they perform over time.
The star rating compares your drivers against industry driver
benchmarks.
Encourage better, safer driving and maintain or improve
your CSA score.

KEY BENEFITS
Encourage healthy competition Reward
great driving to foster positive and
safe competition. Use driver ranking
analytics such as EROAD Leaderboard to
identify the top driver for the week and
incentivize with vouchers, or include in a
more formal driver rewards program
Support driver training Promote
driver self-management by making the
Leaderboard available to drivers as they
go on and off their shifts, on a tablet,
laptop or pin-up printouts
Benchmark your fleet Compare your
driver, vehicle and fleets’ driving behavior
benchmarked against the EROAD driving
population. Is your driver the best in your
company, or truly best of breed?
Protect your business Maintain and
improve your CSA score
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KEY FEATURES

›› Drivers ranked on speeding, harsh braking

and sharp acceleration based on frequency
and severity of events

›› Good driving over time allows drivers to
improve their Leaderboard ranking

›› Star ratings benchmark your drivers against
the EROAD client driving population

›› Supports organizational training and
reward programs

›› Report can be scheduled to be delivered to
your email daily, weekly or monthly

"Our speed has dropped, our braking events have dropped and
everyone is aware because all the drivers look at the board now to
see how they’re doing and they point it out to us. The drivers are
competing not with each other, but with themselves to get better."
Michael Harford, General Manager
J. A. Jack & Sons, Inc., Seattle, WA

One end-to-end solution
EROAD truly delivers a best-in-class, advanced fleet reporting solution on a single platform using in-house
expertise to build the best electronic fleet solution available on the market.
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your tax, compliance, and operational performance – including an FMCSAcompliant ELD, creating a safer work environment for your drivers, and making it easier and faster to accurately
track, manage, and share hours of service.
EROAD. Confidence in every mile.

See www.eroad.com/us/products, or call 1-855-50-EROAD for more information.

